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AQA Religious Studies homework for Paper 2 Themes

> The Existence of God and Revelation

> Religion and Life

Each section is worth 24 marks + 3 SPaG

Each section contains five questions and all must be answered

0.1=1 mark take 1 minute

02=2 marks take 2 minutes

Q3 = 4 marks take 4 minutes

Q4 = 5 marks take 5 minutes

Q5 = 12 marks take 12 minutes

Use additional minutes for planning and checking

All questions are knowledge based and question 5 requires evaluation.

Homework Programme

Exam Questions found at the back of the booklet

Answer different questions each week. Tick of those completed.

Homework I Existence of God and Revelation hlomework Religion and Life

Week One 2x 2m lx4m lx4m (CBS), lx5m,

2xl2m

Week Seven 2x 2m lx4m lx4m (CBS), lx5m,

2xl2m

Week Two 2x 2m lx4m lx4m (CBS), lx5m,

2xl2m

Week Eight 2x 2m lx4m lx4m (CBS), lx5m,

2xl2m

Week Three 2x 2m lx4m lx4m (CBS), lx5m,

2xl2m

Week Nine 2x 2m lx4m lx4m (CBS), lx5m,

2xl2m

Week Four 2x2m lx4m lx4m (CBS), lx5m,

2xl2m

Week Ten 2x 2m lx4m lx4m (CBS), lx5m,

2xl2m

Week Five 2x 2m lx4m lx4m (CBS), lx5m,

2xl2m

Week Eleven 2x 2m lx4m lx4m (CBS), lx5m,

2xl2m

Week Six 2x 2m lx4m lx4m (CBS), lx5m,

2xl2m

Week Twelve 2x 2m lx4m lx4m (CBS), lx5m,

2xl2m

KEY: m=marks CBS = contemporary British society

Use your flashcards for quotes. Find existence of God quotes and other reference to scripture:
https://quizlet.com/Rb/405393776/the-existence-Qf-god-and-revelation-kev-Quotes-aQa-Rcse-flash-
cards/
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Theme C: The existence of God and revelation

Students should study religious teachings, and religious and philosophical arguments, relating to
the issues that follow, and their impact and influence in the modern world. They should be aware
of contrasting perspectives in contemporary British society on all of these issues. They must be able
to explain contrasting beliefs on the following three issues with reference to the main religious
tradition in Britain (Christianity) and non-religious beliefs such as atheism and humanism:

Visions.

Miracles.

Nature as general revelation.

Philosophical arguments for and against the existence of God

The Design argument, including its strengths and weaknesses.

The First Cause argument, including its strengths and weaknesses.

The argument from miracles, including its strengths and weaknesses, and one example of a
miracle.

Evil and suffering as an argument against the existence of God.

Arguments based on science against the existence of God.

The nature of the divine and revelation

Special revelation as a source of knowledge about the divine (God, gods or ultimate
reality) including visions and one example of a vision.

Enlightenment as a source of knowledge about the divine.

General revelation: nature and scripture as a way of understanding the divine.
Different ideas about the divine that come from these sources:

omnipotent and omniscient

personal and impersonal

immanent and transcendent.

The value of general and special revelation and enlightenment as sources of knowledge
about the divine, including:

the problems of different ideas about the divine arising from these experiences

alternative explanations for the experiences, and the possibility that the people
who claimed to have them were lying or mistaken.
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pifferent ideas on GO(/

Where do the ideas about God come from?

./

Ideas about
God

There are words that are only used to describe God. God is thought
to be Omnibenevolent, Omnipotent and Omniscient.

God is thought to be OMNI-BENEVOLENT. OMNIPOTENT and OMNISCIENT

Key words: Find the definitions for these key words

Key word Definition

Omnipresence

Transcendence

Immanent

Personal

2



Impersonal

Christians have many words that they use to describe God such as:
Perfect, Loving, Creator, Has a plan for the world. Eternal, Judge
Christians believe in the Trinity. They believe that God is made of
three parts or persons (they do not believe in 3 Gods).
There is:
God the Father, God the Son (Jesus), God the Holy Spirit

God
the Father

God above us

God among
us

God
the Son

God the

Holy Spirit

God beside us

Another way to look at the Trinity is three different aspects of one
person so for example a man can be a father, son and brother but
he is still one person.

God the Father God the Son God the Holy
Spirit
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This idea is that God can be
seen as a perfect father to the
world. This is because:
- He created the world and
cares for it
- He creates rules, and gives out
punishments and rewards, like a
human father bringing up
children
- He wants to have a personal
relationship with humanity
God loves and cares for people,
and forgives them when they do
wrong.
- Even though God is called
'Father', God is neither male nor
female, and some Christians call
God 'Mother'.

Christians believe Jesus is the
Son of God. He is God in human

form, or God 'incarnate'
(meaning 'in the flesh'). This is
important because:
- Jesus gave Christians an
example to follow
- Even though Jesus is God in
human form, he still valued
everyone equally
- He washed his disciples feet,
showing that no one, even God,
is above helping other people
- He sacrificed himself on the
cross to take away the sins of
human beings - this shows how
much God loves his people.

The Holy Spirit is the part
of God that lives on the
world today, and works
through the lives of
Christians. It is shown as
a dove, the symbol of
peace. Christians believe
that the Holy Spirit:
- Gives them courage
- Strengthens their faith
- Guides them to make
good decisions
- Joins them with other
Christians
- Gives them 'spiritual
gifts', like communicating
with God through prayer
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TRANSCENDENT
CREATOR

IMMANENT AND
PERSONAL

IMMANENT, BUT
IMPERSONAL

Muslims believe in one God (Allah) and within Islam they believe
that pictures limit God and Mohammed (pbuh) therefore they do not
allow drawings, sketches or artwork to depict them or any of the
prophets.

Muslims believe that there is one God, whom they call Allah. They
believe that Allah is eternal, which means that he was never born
and will never die, that he is everlasting. Muslims understand and
describe what Allah is like using the 99 names that they have for
him. Tawhid is the word that describes the belief that there is only
one God and nothing is similar to God, God is unique. Shirk is the
name of the sin which is comparing God to anything.

AI-Muhyi
The Giver of Life

AI-Kabir
The Great

Allah

Ar-Rahman
The compassionate

Ar-Rah im
The Most Merciful

Jews believe in one AI-Khaliq God too (mono-
thiest), Jews believe The Creator that God's name is
so holy that they do not actually write
his name down. If they need to write his name they write G-d so
that he is not limited by human language.
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Why dc people believe in Gcd?

Reason 1 - The Cosmological Argument

Some Christians believe in God because they
believe God must have created the Universe.
Fundamentalist Christians believe God
created the world in 6 days, because it says
so in the book of Genesis, and
Fundamentalists believe the Bible is 100% the
Word of God.

Liberal Christians believe that God started
the world through the Big Bang or it took
more than 6 days. They might describe God
as being the spark that triggered the Big Bang.

Thomas Aquinas was a leading scholar of the
Middle Ages. 700 years ago he came up with
the 'First Cause' argument to prove the
existence of God. He said;

'Everything in the Universe has a cause.
Trace those causes back and there must
have been a First Cause that triggered
everything else. God is that First Cause.'

Although Aquinas developed his theory before
the scientific theory of the Big Bang, his
argument - that God started everything -
supports the Liberal Christian belief that God
created the Universe by the Big Bang.

Professor Stephen Hawking wrote in 'A Brief
History of Time':

'Most people believe that God allows the
Universe to evolve according to a set of laws
and does not intervene to break those
laws...but it would still be up to God to wind up
the clockwork and choose how to start it off.
So long as the Universe had a beginning, we
could suppose it had a Creator.'

So, many Christians believe God exists
because only God could have created the
Universe we live in.
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Reason 2 - Growing up in a Religious
family

Many people are Christians/
Muslim/Jewish/Sikhs/Hindus or Buddhists
are because they were brought up to be by
their parents.
They might have Religious parents, and
have gone to Religious schools such as
Church of England, Islamic or Jewish
schools.

Therefore because they have spent so much
time around other Religious people, a belief
in God and a Religious perspective on the
world would come very naturally to them.
It is also common for people whose parents
are not religious to be agnostic or atheists.
However just because someone is brought
up in a religious household doesn't mean
that they will be religious for their whole

fi
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Reason 3 - The Moral Argument

Religious people say that all people have a
sense of right and wrong. We know what
the right thing to do is, even if we do not
always actually do it, and we feel guilty
when we do something that we know is
wrong. Religious people believe that this
moral guidance comes from God, and
supports their belief that He is real and has
an impact on their lives.
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j Reason 4 - The Ontological Argument
s
S This argument seeks to prove God's

existence through logic. It was first coined by
I St. Anselm, and was written to reassure
3 Christians that their beliefs were true.
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I Anselm defines God as "That than which no
I greater can be conceived", which in

regular English means "the greatest possible
being".

He claims that it is better for something to
exist both in reality, AND as an idea. If God
existed only as an idea, then there could be
something greater than God - something
that existed also in reality. This is a
contradiction to the definition of God,and so
God must exist both in the mind AND in
reality.

A Christian would accept this definition of
God, however an atheist might claim that you
cannot simply define something into
existence.
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Reason 5 - The Teleological Argument

Another popular reason Christians give to
prove the existence of God, is the design of
the natural world. The natural world shows
a pattern, and therefore it must have been
designed and created with a purpose.

Sir Isaac Newton, who lived between 1642
and 1727 believed that such intricate
designs as the thumb, unique to each
individual, made it obvious we must have a
designer. Newton said:

'In the absence of any other proof, the
thumb alone would convince me of
God's existence.'

One hundred years after Newton, William
Paley used a watch to explain why he
believed in God.

Paley's argument was more complicated
than Newton's. He compared the watch to
the world. In the 18th Century, a watch
was one of the most intricate pieces of
machinery made by human beings.

Paley argued that if he were to find a watch
lying on the ground, he would assume that
it was the product of a designer for, unlike
a stone, he would see at once that it was
made up of many different parts which
worked together to produce movement. If
any one of these parts was ordered slightly
differently then the whole structure would
not work. Paley argued that, in the same
way, the world is like a machine, and if the
world is like a machine, it must have a
designer. Paley concluded that this
designer is God.

So, many Christians believe God exists
because the world shows evidence of
design and purpose. Therefore, there must
be a God who planned it all.

Task: Create a mind map on the different arguments for the
existence of God.
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Task: Complete the missing words

First Cause Argument and The Big Bang Theory
The basic problem with the F_ C_ Argument is
that it depends on the universe having a beginning, and it is
possible that the universe is i_. Many scientists
accept the Big Bang Theory. Atheists use the BBT to r_
the existence of God whereas theists use the BBT to support
the First Cause argument as it describes how God caused the
u_ to exist.
The First Cause Argument states that things exist because
they are caused to exist, and this includes the universe which
was caused by G_, who is eternal. Atheists and
a_ challenge the argument by saying that it
contradicts itself. If the argument is that things exist because
they are caused to exist, then what caused God?
T_ reply that the argument only applies to God as
only God is outside time and space and eternal. As
s_ don't know what caused the Big Bang, then
why could it not be God?

Design Argument and The Theory of Evolution
The basic problem with the d_ argument is that it
depends on the belief that everything in the world is designed,
and the designer is God. Not everyone believes that
h_ are the result of design and even if the world is
designed, we can't prove that the designer is God.
Many atheists use D_ theory of evolution to account for
apparent design in the world. Atheists would argue that it is
through e_ that features such as the opposable
t_ developed and not design by God. Atheists also
point to the existence of cruelty and s_ found
within nature as evidence that the world is not designed - a
designer would not have included such flaws.
Theists reply that God is beyond human understanding and
there will be an e_ for natural e_ and suffering
which humans don't understand yet.

Agnostics humans Universe infinite God First Cause
Darwin's theists reject Scientists design
evolution thumb suffering explanation evil
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The Ontoloaical Argument

Anselm

Even an

*Task: Fill in the Blanks using the words at the bottom.

must agree on what the word 'God' means.
'God' means "that than which nothing greater can be conceived" (or "you
can't _ anything greater than God"
So, God must exist. If God existed only in the _, we could
imagine a greater God - one that existed in the mind and in reality.
Gaunilo

Gaunilo was a monk too - he's not trying to God, but he
thinks there is something wrong with Anselm's theory.
Imagine a perfect _. Just because you can imagine it does not
mean it

Descartes

If the angles of a triangle did not add up to 180° it would not
be a triangle. Interior angles of 180° are necessary to being a triangle.
In the same way, existence is _ to God. If it does not have
existence, you can not be talking about God.
The _ Argument:

1) God has every perfection
2) Existence is a perfection
3) God must exist

Kant

Just because you can think of something, doesn't mean it exists. If I think
there's an elf in my _, it doesn't mean there is one there.
To say something 'exists' does not add any information about it, nor does
it change it. A description of my cat is identical whether it is a _ or
imaginary cat.
So you cannot say that 'a god that exists is better (or more perfect) than
one that does not' - they are _!

Pocket Mind Island Interior Necessary Real
Identical Disprove Imagine Atheist Exists

Deductive

Think of any other reasons why the Ontological Argument does not work.
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Non Religious Views

Someone who is non religious would argue against the
Cosmological, Teleological and Ontological arguments

Cosmoloaical Teleoloaical Ontoloaical
Just because the
world exists doesn't
mean that there is a
God because it could
have been the Big
Bang Theory

If God created
everything then who
created God?

Why can't everything
go back indefinitely?

Parts of the world are
badly designed (killer
bugs and diseases)

The creator might
not be around
anymore. The watch
maker will die so God
might be dead

There could be
multiple Gods

Could be from the
Big Bang

Could be an accident

Evolution (Charles
Darwin) can account
for the different
species

Why would God
create a world with
suffering?

The universe isn't
perfect so why would
a 'perfect' God create
it?

Just because I can
think of something
doesn't therefore
mean that it exists.

Task:
Go through the revision pages on BBC Bitesize for Christianity and
Islam:
httD://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/acsebJtesJze/rs/aod/
Then test yourself and write your score below:
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GCSE Questions:

1. Which one of the following best expresses the idea of an All loving
God?
a) Omniscient b) Omnipresent c) Omnibenevolent d)0mnipotent

[Imark]
2. Give two examples of why people believe in God

[2 marks]

[4 marks]
3. Explain two contrasting beliefs about God

4. Explain two religious beliefs about God
Refer to scripture (Bible/Qur'an/Torah etc)

[5 marks]
5. 'The cosmological argument proves that God exists'

Evaluate this statement
In your answer you:
- should give reasoned arguments in support for this statement
- should give reasoned arguments to support a different point of view
- should refer to religious arguments
- should refer to non religious arguments
- should reach a justified conclusion

[12 marks]

SPAG 5 marks

Miracles

What is the definition of a Miracle?

Miracles appear within lots of religions.

11



Miracles within Christianity.
Christians believe that they can experience the power of God
through miracles, some miracles can be located within the Bible
as well as modern miracles.

Knock, Northern Ireland

In August 1879, an image of the virgin
Mary, St Joseph and St John appeared on
the wall of a Catholic Church in the
village of Knock. More than a dozen
people saw it and agreed that it reached
almost to the ground and was very
bright. It is a place of pilgrimage

Lourdes, France

Bernadette Soubirous was a poor
shepherdess when, in 1858, at 14 years
old, she saw a vision of a beautiful lady.
When she told her family, they did not
believe her but she returned to the grotto
and, over the next 5 months, the lady
appeared 18 times. Bernadette was told
to drink from the fountain and although
she could see no water. She did as she
was told and dug in the earth until a
bubbling pool of water appeared. This
water is said to have miraculous healing
powers. Lourdes has become a site of
healing and many believers go there on
pilgrimage hoping for a cure.

Water into wine, John 2:1-11

On the third day a wedding took place
at Cana in Galilee. Jesus' mother was
there, and Jesus and his disciples had
also been invited to the wedding.
When the wine was gone, Jesus'
mother said to him, "They have no
more wine."

"Woman,why do you involve me?"
Jesus replied. "My hour has not yet
come." His mother said to the
servants, "Do whatever he tells
you." Nearby stood six stone water
jars, the kind used by the Jews for
ceremonial washing, each holding from
twenty to thirty gallons. Jesus said to
the servants, "Fill the jars with water";
so they filled them to the brim. Then
he told them, "Now draw some out and
take it to the master of the banquet."
They did so, and the master of the
banquet tasted the water that had
been turned into wine. He did not
realize where it had come from,
though the servants who had drawn
the water knew. Then he called the
bridegroom aside and said, "Everyone
brings out the choice wine first and
then the cheaper wine after the guests
have had too much to drink; but you
have saved the best till now." What
Jesus did here in Cana of Galilee was
the first of the signs through which he
revealed his glory; and his disciples
believed in him.
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Miracles within Islam

Miracles are very important within Islam and some miracles that are
located within the Old and New Testament are also found within the
Qur'an such as Moses splitting the Red Sea and the Virgin birth of
Jesus (Isa)

The Ascent or Night Journey

The most important miracle in the life of Muhammed (pbuh) was 'Isra and
Mi'raj'
Muslims believe that Muhammed (pbuh) was woken from his sleep by the
Angel Jibril and was taken from Makkah to Jerusalem on the back of a
winged animal called Buraq, which means lightening.
The Hadith describes Buraq as 'an animal white and long, alrgerthan a
donkey but smaller than a mule, who would place its hoof at a equal
distance to the range of vision.' Muhammed (pbuh) prayed in Jerusalem
and then ascended to the heavens where he met the prophets Adam,
Ibrahim, Musa, Isa and Harun. He then travelled until he came before Allah.
He returned from this miraculous journey in a single night.

Miracles within Judaism

There are many miracles that are located within the Torah where G-d has
intervened with the world.

Moses and the burninci bush

There the angel of the Lord appeared to him in flames of fire from within a bush. Moses saw
that though the bush was on fire it did not burn up. So Moses thought, "I will go over and see
this strange sight—why the bush does not burn up." When the Lord saw that he had gone over
to look, God called to him from within the bush, "Moses! Moses!"
And Moses said, "Here I am."
"Do not come any closer," God said. "Take off your sandals, for the place where you are

standing is holy ground." Then he said, "I am the God of your father,[a] the God of Abraham,
the God of Isaac and the God of Jacob." At this, Moses hid his face, because he was afraid to
look at God.

The Lord said, "I have indeed seen the misery of my people in Egypt. I have heard them crying
out because of their slave drivers, and I am concerned about their suffering. So I have come
down to rescue them from the hand of the Egyptians and to bring them up out of that land into
a good and spacious land, a land flowing with milk and honey—the home of the Canaanites,
Hittites, Amorites, Perizzites, Hivites and Jebusites. And now the cry of the Israelites has
reached me, and I have seen the way the Egyptians are oppressing them. So now, go. I am
sending you to Pharaoh to bring my people the Israelites out of Egypt."
But Moses said to God, "Who am I that I should go to Pharaoh and bring the Israelites out of
Egypt?"
And God said, "I will be with you. And this will be the sign to you that it is I who have sent you:
When you have brought the people out of Egypt, you[b] will worship God on this mountain."
Moses said to God, "Suppose I go to the Israelites and say to them, 'The God of your fathers
has sent me to you,' and they ask me, 'What is his name?' Then what shall I tell them?"
God said to Moses, "I am who I am. This is what you are to say to the Israelites: 'I am has sent
me to you.'"

God also said to Moses, "Say to the Israelites, 'The Lord,[d] the God of your fathers—the God of
Abraham, the God of Isaac and the God of Jacob—has sent me to you.'
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Revelation and Enlightenment - general revelation and
nature

Fill in the following information boxes:

(Reveal' means... Revelation General

Types of revelation

General
0 Nature
0 People

Specific
0 Sacred texts
0 Prayer
0 Worship
0 Visions and dreams
0 Enlightenment

General revelation through nature

Some people see the natural world as they would a
painting. They believe it can tell them what God is
like just as a painting shows you a lot about the
artist - his values, abilities, priorities, perception of
what is around him - but not everything.

0 Creation is God's gift to everyone
0 It shows his power and ability to create
0 It reflects the beauty and interdependence of

everything

Creation makes people wonder...
0 The power of a strong wind
0 The beauty of a night sky

0 The vastness of the universe

These make people reflect - even if they don't believe in God.
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Task:

1) Choose a piece of music, a poem or a picture
2) What does this piece of music/poetry/picture tell you about its
creator?

Title:

Creator:

What does it tell you?

Exam question:
Give two examples of General Revelation:

f
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General revelation through people-

"So God created man in his own

image, in the image of Cod he
created him; male and female he

created them."

What does this quote teach about human beings??

Human love is a pale reflection of God's love:
Love in action:

0 A mother's willingness to put her child's needs before
her own

0 An aid worker prepared to work in harsh conditions
in a refugee camp

0 The way people have been prepared to give up their
lives to help other people

These people share in the loving nature of God and help
people appreciate what God is like.
There are many ultimate values that need to have some
origin outside human existence:

0 Truth - people are prepared to live and die for it
0 Forgiveness - being able to let go of any hurt done

and to put the past behind you and give people a
new start

0 Justice - fairness and balance in life

These are qualities that have their origins deep in human
existence

16



Special Revelation - Sacred Texts
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In contrast to general revelation
(available to all people open to using
reason) there is special revelation.
This is a specific item of information or
understanding about God that cannot
be worked out through reason, but has
to be made known directly from God,
The most common type are sacred
texts.
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Examples of sacred texts are:

• The Qur/an (Islam)
The Torah (Judaism)
The Vedas (Hinduism)
The Bible (Christianity)
The Guru Granth Sahib (Sikhism)
The Sutras (Buddhism)

Task 1: Explain in your own words the difference between special and
general revelation.

All religions have some form of sacred text. Most have
started off as an oral set of teachings that may or may not
have been given in a vision or experience of God. These
have been passed on for years and written down.

17



1. Hinduism - the Vedas contain the central core of Hindu
beliefs.

2. Judaism - the Torah includes the law passed down from
Moses believed to be directly from God.

3. Buddhism - the teachings of the Buddha collected in the
Tripitaka and Sutras.

4. Christianity - The Bible believed to be the word of God.

Task 2: Draw up a list of points that could be used to say why
sacred texts are special.



Sacred text Information

Vedas

To rah

Sutras

Bible

Qur'an

Guru Granth Sahib

Task 3:
^Sacred texts have been used by believers for so long there must be
some value to them'. Do you agree? Give reasons for your answer.
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Interpreting the sacred texts - conservative and liberal
approaches

Conservative approach
This also known as a fundamentalist approach - don't misunderstand the word
fundamentalist'.
It does not mean terrorist or lunatic\
It refers to people believe in the basics (fundamentals) of their religion.

Conservative / fundamentalist
1. The text comes from God.
2. It contains no error because the

words of God were written down
by men chosen by him.

3. The text is taken very seriously
and has God's authority.

4. Understanding the context in
which the text was originally
written is important

5. The text still has meaning today -
God's Truth doesn't change

6. The interpretation of the text is
discussed and debated.

7. Difficult parts of the text must be
interpreted for today.

8. The text contains eternal truths
about God.

Liberal
1. The text comes from God.
2. It may contain errors

because it was written by
men.

3. The text can be useful but
not authoritative.

4. Understanding the context in
which the text was originally
written is important

5. Because the text was written
a very long time ago it
doesn't necessarily have to
be followed today

6. The text is questioned and
debated.

7. Difficult parts of the text can
be ignored.

8. The text contains insights
about God that need to be
understood differently by a
different society.

Examples of different approaches to the text
The virgin birth:
Conservative view - Mary was a virgin when she gave birth to Jesus because
God can work miracles! God's son couldn't possibly have had an earthly father.
Liberal view - Women can't give birth to a baby without having sex! The word
"virgin" just means that Mary was a young girl.
Leviticus 19 : 19
Conservative view - Christians can wear clothes made from mixed fibres
because Jesus fulfils the Law perfectly - Christians don't have to follow the Old
Testament Law because Jesus makes them right with God.
Liberal view - Christians can wear clothes made from mixed fibres because
laws about what clothes are made of don't make sense today!
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Other interpretations
0 Some people believe that the sacred texts are purely human documents.
0 They are only valuable because believers have adopted them as a reflection

of their beliefs.
0 They are human products and could be totally wrong!
0 They give good insight into how human beings show their understanding of

faith.

Tasks

1. Give two strengths and two weaknesses of a conservative (fundamentalist),
approach to sacred texts.

2. Give two strengths and two weaknesses of a liberal approach to sacred
texts.

GCSE question
"God cannot speak to believers through a text or book." Do you agree? Give
reasons for your answer, showing that you have thought about more than one
point of view.

PRAYER

Prayer is an opening up of the heart and mind to God.
This allows God to reveal himself to the person praying, as
there is an acceptance of the presence and the reality of
God.

Prayer can take many forms:

iSitent

physica
osturel

^

^

Repetition
of

unllcornPhrase

meditations
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Special Revelation - Worship: acts of praise, honour or
devotion to God.

What is worship?
0 Worship should only be given to the one of ultimate value: God
0 Any worship given to a lesser thing is called idolatry
0 Prayer can be part of worship

Worship can take many forms
0 Going to the Hindu temple to

offer sacrifice shows that the
believer acknowledges the need
to give a god time and physical
effort.

0 Reading and taking care of the
Guru Granth Sahib (Sikhs).

0 Going to the mosque on Friday
or praying 5 times a day
(Muslims).

0 Attending the synagogue on the
Shabbat

All these practices show that the
believer is offering their whole life to
God

Worship ....
0 includes living for God at all

times - not just on a "holy" day
0 can be an individual thing or

done as part of a group
0 is acknowledging that God is

important
enables the believer to become0

aware of the presence of God

How valid is worship?
0 If God is perfect, worship makes

no difference to him
0 If God doesn't exist, worship is

useless - it only benefits the
worshipper

0 The worshipper is deluded -
worship changes nothing

0 Revelation through worship is a
personal thing even when
performed in public - it cannot be
proved

0 The individual experience is unique
- it cannot be shared with others

However...
For the believer, worship confirms God's
existence and builds a relationship with
Him.

prayer

xplanatiori
of

sacred
text

singing

worship

reading
from

sacred
text

communion

pffeclng

Summary
0 Worship is acceptance that God has ultimate value in a

believer's life.

0 Believers can feel the presence of God through worship.
0 Worship can take many forms but they all take time and

commitment.
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Questions
Explain why worship is important for the believer.

"Living by the demands of the religion is more important than worship."
Do you agree? Give reasons for your answer, showing that you have
thought about more than one point of view.

\\'Prayer and worship are a waste of time." Do you agree. Explain your
answer

Explain why some people would argue that the experience of God gained
through prayer and worship cannot be shared.



A vision: an experience that comes
from outside, in picture or image form. The
vision usually has a deep meaning for the
person receiving it. It enables the person to
become aware of reality in a new way.

Many Jewish prophets experienced intense
visions that gave them messages about God.

Sometimes a few people may share the same
vision!

Example: Peter's vision - in the New Testament of the Bible.

About noon the following day as they were on their journey
and approaching the city, Peter went up on the roof to pray.
hie became hungry and wanted something to eat, and while
the meal was being prepared, he fell into a trance. He saw
heaven opened and something like a large sheet being let
down to earth by its four comers. It contained all kinds of

four-footed animals, as well as reptiles of the earth and birds
of the air. Then a voice told him 'Get up Peter. Kill and eat'.
Surely not Lord! Peter replied. 'I have never eaten anything

impure or unclean'. The voice spoke to him a second time. 'Do
not call anything impure that God has made clean'. This

happened three times and immediately the sheet was taken
back to heaven.

Task 1: Do you find visions like the one above easy to accept?
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